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Super Fun Sexy Times

@FREE BOOK · Super Fun Sexy Times
× eBook or E-pub free
Thank you to Netgalley for providing me with an ARC of this graphic novel in exchange for
an honest review This graphic novel is definitely NSFW for mature readers I would not

recommend this for a younger audience since some scenes are very much explicit That
said, I very much enjoyed it I liked how diverse the couples were and I also appreciated the
fact that every couple had their story and then the smut was included in it It wasn t just sexy
times, there were plots, and very good ones at that The book is very sex positive,
something that was very nice.I would totally read a whole book with some of these couples
as main characters. Well, I really liked that this is super inclusive and shows a lot of
discussion happening between partners It s refreshing to see conversations about likes
dislikes, consent, and safety being shown in erotic fare.Unfortunately, once each of the
stories get to the spicy parts, I was left a bit cold The kinks within are pretty specific and if
they re not something you re into, then chances are those parts are not going to be much
fun I think it s great to see these ideas shown, but they just weren t my cuppa.Also, as
much as I appreciated the supportive partners shown in each story, I sort of wish there d
been at least one story showingnegotiation between partners who aren t necessarily fully
into the same things So yay for showing diverse, inclusive scenarios And double yay for
providing examples of being vulnerable to explain what you d like to try Hopefully the next
volumes will have evento learn 3 stars for Super Fun Sexy Times Thanks to NetGalley and
Oni Press for providing me with a DRC of this book that will be available for purchase in
August of 2019. @FREE BOOK ? Super Fun Sexy Times È Cartoonist Meredith McClaren
Hinges Tells Five Short, Sexy Stories Featuring Superheroes, Supervillains, Sidekicks, And
The People Who Love ThemShowing Consent And Character Driven Erotic Relationships,
Super Fun Sexy Times Answers The Age Old Question What Happens When The Mask
Comes Off Two Sidekicks On Opposite Sides Get Stuck In An Underground Lab Together,
And Find A Great Way To Pass The Time A Tactician And Superhero Discuss Their
Desires, Limits, And Kinks Before Their First Time, And Perhaps Get A Little Too Excited In
The Process A Pair Of Supervillains Explore Gender And Sex Together, While Growing
Closer In Their Relationship Lesbian Heroes Try Out A Kinky Rolepaying Scenario, And
Discover How To Make It Work For Both Of Them And An Exhausted Assassin Relaxes
After A Long Day With The Kind Yet Firm Attentions Of His HusbandTold With Care, Sex
Positivity, And Humor, And Featuring A Wide Variety Of Sexualities And Bodies, Super Fun
Sexy Times Aims To Create An Erotic Reading Experience That Lives Up To Its Name I ll
be upfront and say that I somehow missed the erotica tag on Netgalley when I first
downloaded this graphic novel, so it did take me off guard a little bit to see how explicit the
scenes were I wasn t going to mention that in this review until I noticed some other
reviewers saying they had similar experiences, so I just want to point that out for anyone
who may not be comfortable viewing explicit materials It didn t bother me, it just surprised
me a little With that out of the way, Super Fun Sexy Times is an absolutely gorgeous,
adorable, and inclusive AS HELL anthology about superheroes and their romantic
escapades There is just such a wide variety of rep in here we ve got characters of varying
races, sexualities, identities, and body types and they re all so soft and sweet and lovable

There s a bit of exploration into some kinks, and what I loved most of all is how consent
focused the stories were In some of the stories, the romantic partners literally sit down, fully
clothed and non sexual, to discuss things ahead of time, and I thought that was such a
fantastic representation of what consent talks need to look like for a lot of couples especially
when kinks and exploration are involved All in all, I just thought this was such an important,
necessarily, lovely, and well crafted graphic novel and I m really appreciative that I had the
chance to read it Thank you so much to the publisher for providing me with this ARC in
exchange for an honest review Um, wow, hello. 3.5 starsNSFW Probably 10x the number of
drawings of private parts compared to a Saga installment, just FYI These are fun and sexy,
and sex positive in almost every conceivable way Even the superhero stories made sense
You know how hard it is to find erotica that makes sense The art is not entirely to my liking,
but still Review copy provided by the publisher via Netgalley in exchange for an honest
review This was actually super cute I loved the relationships in it and the way consent was
a prominent theme There was great representation of different sexualities, body types and
kinks This is pretty graphic lots of dicks and vaginas about haha but it was also really
tasteful and everything was done in a very loving and respectful way I loved the little fact
boxes about the characters at the end of each short story, the artwork was perfect and I will
definitely be keeping my eye out for Vol 2 Thank you to the publisher for providing a
review copy via Netgalley in exchange for an honest review.Oh this was so cute and sweet
and lovely This is a very inclusive and diverse comic about superheroes and villains and
their romantic lives, which is so very different from anything I ve read before I loved the
artwork but fair warnings, it s graphic so definitely NFSW And I really enjoyed how each
character was queer, and so many ivtersectionalities involving race, gender, and body size
This was a super fun and quick comic that I recommend Also hoping that there s a volume
2 in the works If I were to sum up or perhaps magnify the experience I ve had with this
graphic novel, it would definitely be James Corden and Jamie Dornan going at it You got
that right, mate Super Fun Sexy Times is composed of 5 short racy and explicit stories that
are sex positive, LGBTQ inclusive, and immensely diverse.Humans are deeply and innately
curious about everything that s going on around us, but do you ever wonder what some of
our superheroes and infamous villains do on a holiday, even behind the camera Well, it s
quite amusing especially when they remove those tights, corsets, and steamy lingerie Of
course, they need a bloody break too for entertaining most of us Kinks, sexual fetishism,
and roleplay are explored in this little book.While sexy time rings true to its title, super fun is
a tad hyperbolic Truth be told, this wasn t just my cuppa, unfortunately The illustrations,
narrative, and the writing style didn t quite grow on me no pun intended Aye, smutty, it is,
but it would takethan heaps of smutty pages to hold my attention and this wasn t the kind of
humour I was expecting It still has its positives though as this book greatly fosters
communication and a better understanding of each consenting partner s needs 2.5 stars
rounded down Thank you Netgalley and Limerence Press for providing an ARC in

exchange for an honest review This graphic novel will be published on August 20, 2019.

Mega fun and super sexy My only complaint is that I wish each of the stories had been just
a tad bit longer I wanted
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